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Basic facts: Star+Plus Medicaid Managed Care
• Nursing facilities will be added to the Star+Plus
Medicaid Managed Care Program effective Mar. 1, 2015
• What is Managed Care?
– Healthcare provided through a network of doctors,
hospitals, and other healthcare providers responsible for
managing and delivering quality, cost-effective care

• Nursing facility Medicaid services will be provided
through Star+Plus statewide
• Who is eligible for Star+Plus?
– Adults age 21 and older who are in a Nursing Facility,
determined eligible for Medicaid, and meet Star+Plus
criteria will be MANDATORY for Enrollment
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Medicaid expansion in Texas
• Most people in Texas who have Medicaid get their
services through managed care
– In this system, the member picks a health plan and gets
Medicaid services through that health plan’s network of
providers

• Currently here are three Medicaid Managed Care
programs in Texas:
– STAR
– STAR+PLUS
– STAR Health

• Nursing facility residents will get full Medicaid coverage
through a STAR+PLUS health plan on Mar. 1, 2015
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Have you completed these two steps?
1.

STAR+PLUS MCO contract
– For contracted nursing facilities, the daily rate, including staffing
enhancements, will be protected under managed care and MCOs
will adjudicate a clean claim within 10 days
– For nursing facilities that choose not to contract with an MCO, daily
rates will not be protected and the MCOs will not be required to
adjudicate clean claims within 10 days

2.

“Demographic form” attached to MCO contract
– MCOs will seek to contract with these providers to maintain
existing relationships and to pay for services rendered
– This information is important to help ensure continuity of care and
provide information to the MCOs about other providers who
provide services to residents in your nursing facility
– Other providers include attending physician, physician extenders,
ancillary providers, DME providers, labs, radiologists, and
pharmacists not employed by the nursing facility
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Significant Traditional Providers (STP)
• STPs are providers who have been serving Medicaid
clients
• MCOs are obligated to offer STP contractors the
opportunity to be a part of the contracted MCO
network
• MCOs will reach out to STPs but… the STP may reach
out to the MCO to initiate the contact
• STPs must accept MCO conditions for contracting and
credentialing
• Work within your organization to ensure you are
contracted/credentialed with the MCOs in your service
area
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MCO and the Star+Plus service areas
• A Star+Plus service area map is available, as well as a form
showing service area, counties serviced and MCOs
– Allows you to easily determine which MCOs will service your
nursing facility

• For example:
– El Paso service area will serve El Paso and Hudspeth county and
MCOs will be Amerigroup and Molina

• There are 5 Texas MCOs for nursing facilities:
–
–
–
–
–

Amerigroup
Superior
Molina
Cigna HealthSpring
United Healthcare
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Source:
Texas HHSC
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STAR+PLUS service areas, counties served, and MCOs

Source:
Texas HHSC
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STAR+PLUS service areas, counties served, and MCOs (cont.)

Source:
Texas HHSC
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STAR+PLUS MCO contacts (as of July 7, 2014)

Source:
Texas HHSC
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Enrollment broker: MAXIMUS
Q. How will residents (current and potential) and families receive
information about their choices in selecting a STAR+PLUS MCO as well
as selecting a provider (i.e. nursing facility, physician)?
A: Residents or their designated representatives are encouraged to choose
a STAR+PLUS MCO and primary care provider; if they don’t make a
choice, HHSC will assign them to a primary care provider and an MCO.
–
–
–
–

Nursing facilities may inform residents with which MCO they are contracted;
however, nursing facilities may not choose an MCO on behalf of the resident
Nursing facility residents eligible for STAR+PLUS managed care will receive an
introduction letter in November 2014 to announce the change
Later in November 2014, HHSC will send enrollment packets to residents that will
include a welcome letter, provider directory, MCO comparison chart, enrollment
form, and frequently asked questions
By mid-February 2015, residents must choose an MCO or HHSC will assign the
resident to an MCO

MCO enrollment FAQ:
http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us/medicaid/managed-care/mmc/starplus-nf-faq.shtml
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MAXIMUS enrollment process
Q: Can nursing facility residents change MCOs?
What is the process for changing MCOs?
A: Resident may change his/her MCO by contacting
MAXIMUS, the state’s enrollment broker, at any
time. Residents may enroll by:
–
–
–
–

Mail: P.O. Box 14400, Midland, TX 79711-4400
Phone: 1-800-964-2777
Fax: 1-855-671-6038
In person at presentation sites and enrollment events
• www.txmedicaidevents.com

Next steps: MAXIMUS enrollment events
Activities

Key dates 2014-2015

Mail introduction letters

November 13-14

Mail enrollment packets

November 20-21

Conduct education and enrollment events

November 20-February 10

Accept enrollments via phone, online and mail

November 20-February 11

Last day to mail an enrollment form for processing

February 6

Last day to call or access online portal for enrollments

February 11

Health Plan enrollment takes effect

March 1

Ongoing

Members can change plans at any time
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Enrollment events
• MAXIMUS will offer to hold enrollment events at each
NF
• Outreach staff will educate residents and family
members on enrollment process and help them
complete enrollment
• Health plans may be invited to attend enrollment
events as determined by each NF
– MAXIMUS will invite the MCOs

• Outreach staff may also coordinate events with
community organizations
• For a list of upcoming events:
– www.txmedicaidevents.com
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Enrollment resources
• NF residents will receive a comparison chart in the
introduction and enrollment packets
• Comparison charts show the similarities and differences
between health plans in the service areas
• Residents should consider which value-added or extra
services would benefit them the most
• Residents can also use the provider directory to help
them pick a plan
• Comparison charts location:
– http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us/medicaid/managedcare/mmc/starplus-expansion/
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MAXIMUS event coordination checklist

Source: Maximus
(Partial sample shown)
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MAXIMUS Regional Managers contact info

Source: Maximus
(2nd tab on Maximus checklist spreadsheet)
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How can a resident enroll in a health plan?
• Residents may enroll by:
–
–
–
–

Mail: P.O. Box 149023, Austin, TX 78714-9023
Phone: 1-800-964-2777
Fax: 1-855-671-6038
In person at presentation sites and enrollment events:
• http://www.txmedicaidevents.com

– Online:
• http://yourtexasbenefits.com
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Comparing value-added services

Source: HHSC
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Comparing value-added services (cont.)

Source: HHSC
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So far, we have reviewed:
1. What is Star+Plus Medicaid Managed Care?
2. Ensure your contracts/demographic form has been
submitted to the MCO
3. What a Significant Traditional Provider (STP)
means to you
4. Who are the five MCOs and which MCOs will
service your nursing facility?
5. Contact Information for the MCOs
6. MAXIMUS enrollment information
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Key components of NF operations
1. DADS will:
– Continue to maintain the NF licensing, certification, and
contracting responsibilities
– Maintain the MDS function
– Continue trust fund monitoring

2. Nursing facility will continue to:
– Complete and submit MDS and LTCMI forms
– Complete and timely transmit 3618s and 3619s

3. MCOs will:
– Contract directly with nursing facility
– Ensure appropriate utilization of nursing facility add-on
services
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NF services paid by traditional Medicaid
Fee for Service (FFS)
The following will continue to be billed to traditional Medicaid
Fee for Service:
(NF residents who receive hospice or PASRR specialized services will
be in managed care, but their hospice or PASRR specialized services
will continue to be billed to FFS)

• Hospice Preadmission Screening and Resident Review
(PASRR) services
• Individuals in Truman W. Smith
• Individuals in state veteran’s homes
• Individuals not eligible for STAR+PLUS
(Who is eligible for Star+Plus? Adults age 21 and older who are in a
nursing facility, determined eligible for Medicaid, and meet Star+Plus
criteria will be MANDATORY for enrollment.)
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Nursing facility add-on services
• MCOs are responsible for nursing facility add-on
services
• NF add-on services means services that are provided in
the nursing facility setting by the provider or another
network provider but are not included in the NF unit
rate
• NF add-ons include, but not limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Emergency dental services
Physician-ordered rehabilitation services (GDT)
Customized power wheelchairs
Audio communication devices
Durable medical equipment
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Nursing facility add-on services (cont.)
• STAR+PLUS MCOs will contract directly with providers
of NF add-on services
– In addition, MCOs will be responsible for authorizing NF
add-on services
– Providers will have up to 95 days from date of service to
submit a claim for a NF add-on service

• STAR+PLUS MCOs also will be responsible for
adjudicating claims for NF Add-on Services
– MCOs must adjudicate a clean claim for NF add-on services
within 30 days of submission
* Physician-ordered rehabilitation therapy (GDT) must be authorized
by the MCO but the NF may continue to submit the claim
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Nursing facility add-on services (cont.)
• Nursing facility add-ons are outside of the NF unit
rate so approval for additional services is based on
resident’s needs and benefit structure
• Authorization (approval) requirements are set by
the MCO
• Rates for add-on services (except therapy) are set
by the MCO
• Providers have up to 95 days to submit a NF addon claim and the MCO must adjudicate a clean
claim within 30 days of submission
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HHSC guidance

Source: HHSC
Medicaid Managed
Care Initiatives:
Nursing Facilities
into STAR+PLUS
October 2014
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HHSC guidance (cont.)

Source: HHSC
Medicaid Managed
Care Initiatives:
Nursing Facilities
into STAR+PLUS
October 2014
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HHSC guidance (cont.)

Source: HHSC
Medicaid Managed
Care Initiatives:
Nursing Facilities
into STAR+PLUS
October 2014
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Billing and reimbursement
1. HHSC will continue to set the minimum reimbursement rate
paid to the NF under Star+Plus, including the staffing
enhancement rate
2. NF will continue to be paid at the RUGS 34 Methodology
RUG Rate
3. NF will continue to collect Applied Income (AI)
4. A clean claim for the NF unit rate must be paid by the MCO
within 10 days of submission of the clean claim
5. HHSC will establish a portal through which the NF may
submit claims to participating MCOs, or providers may
choose to utilize the MCO claims portal
6. MCOs may not require prior authorization for a resident in
need of emergency hospital services
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Billing training opportunities
• MCOs may have provider orientation/training schedules
posted on their websites
• Contact the MCO in your service area to register for an
orientation
• Some MCOs will schedule a specific company training for
your organization
• The KEY here is to initiate that conversation and request
information from your MCO in your service area
– Be PROACTIVE!

• Refer to the Oct. 21 DADS Information Letter 14-68:
– “Nursing Facility Managed Care Transition: Nursing Facility Changes
to the Medicaid Claims Submission Process”
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Source:
United Healthcare
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Nursing facility service coordination
• NFs will have a MCO Service Coordinator (SC) who
will:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Work as part of a team to support care planning
Have responsibility to authorize and ensure delivery of
add-on services, such as rehabilitation and emergency
dental
Work with the resident, family, and other service
coordinators to ensure smooth transition to community
Visit with residents (members) on a quarterly basis
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Nursing facility service coordination (cont.)
NF should notify the MCO Service Coordinator within
one business day of:
1. Admission or discharge to hospital or other acute
facility, skilled bed, LTSS provider, non-contracted
bed, or another nursing or long-term care facility
2. Adverse change in a member’s physical or mental
condition or environment that potentially leads to
a hospitalization
3. Emergency room visit
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Source: HHSC
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So far we have reviewed:
1. What is Star+Plus Medicaid Managed Care?
2. Ensure your contracts/demographic form has been
submitted to the MCO
3. What a Significant Traditional Provider (STP) means to you
4. Who are the five MCOs and which will service your NF?
5. Contact information for the MCOs
6. MAXIMUS enrollment information
7. What stays the same? DADs, Nursing Facility
MDS/LTCMI/3618/3619, and MCO Functions
8. Understanding nursing facility add-ons
9. Billing and training opportunities
10. MCO service coordination
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Start preparing for the next steps
1. Know your STAR+PLUS MCOs in your service area
and county
2. Reach out to the STAR+PLUS MCO in your county
and provide a list of ancillary providers
– This may have been included in the “demographic form”
attached to the MCO contract but you could have
changes since submission of the form

3. Inform other providers about the NF changes and
encourage them to reach out to the MCOs
– May include physicians, dentists, podiatrists, etc. that
provide services to the residents
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Start preparing for the next steps (cont.)
4. Help ancillary providers and medical
directors/attending physicians understand the
difference between billing practices before/after
Mar. 1, 2015
5. Provide your MCO with a list of the physicians
currently serving as primary care physicians, specialists
and subspecialists for all your Medicaid-eligible
residents
6. Ensure your staff understands how to seek
authorizations for add-on services and acute care
services from each MCO
–

Reach out to your MCO and ask these questions!
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Start preparing for the next steps (cont.)
7. Reach out to MAXIMUS enrollment staff to schedule
an event at your facility
8. Start thinking about a system within the NF for
MCO/Service Coordinator notification
9. How will you communicate the resident’s MCO choice
to facility staff, pharmacy, physicians, therapy partners,
etc.? How will you communicate if a resident changes
MCO plans?
10. Who in your NF will be responsible for submission of
pre-authorizations to the MCO? What will the MCO
require for physician-ordered rehabilitation services?
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HHSC/DADS/MCO resources
• Great NF resources available:
– http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us/medicaid/managedcare/mmc.shtml

• NF FAQ:
– http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us/medicaid/managedcare/mmc/starplus-nf-faq.shtml

• To submit questions for response, email:
– Managed_Care_Initiatives@hhsc.state.tx.us
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SimpleLTC product updates for Managed Care
• Texas Medicaid form process will be virtually
unchanged; however, a few important SimpleCFS™ additions
will be made to accommodate the new MCO workflow
– Forms (3618/3619, LTCMI, PASRR)
• 3618/3619 timeliness will be even more critical; therefore, new alerts
will be added
• Currently working on options for electronic MCO forms (e.g., Change of
Condition)

– MESAV recalculations
• Days remaining will no longer be shown on the MESAV for MCOs
• MESAV views will be redesigned to show only non-MCO “traditional
Medicaid” residents

– Reports
• New “Resident MCO Report” showing resident’s current MCO
• Other-enterprise level MCO reports to be added as needs emerge
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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Thank you for attending!
Beginning tomorrow, a recording of this webinar
and links to resources will be posted at:

simpleltc.com/managed-care

